no solely related expenses or if the solely related expenses are assigned entirely to either freight or passenger service, separate common expenses on the same percentages calculated for the separation of administration (account XX–55–01).

Separate common credit expenses on the basis of the percentages calculated for the separation of administration (account XX–55–01).

§ 1242.82 Other and casualties and insurance (accounts XX–55–99 and 50–55–00).

Separate common expenses on the basis of the percentages calculated for the separation of administration (account XX–55–01).

OPERATING EXPENSES

general and administration

§ 1242.83 Officers—general superintendence; accounting, auditing and finance; management services and data processing; personnel and labor relations; legal and secretarial; research and development; writedown of uncollectible accounts; property taxes; other taxes except on corporate income or payrolls; and other (accounts XX–63–01, XX–63–86, XX–63–87, XX–63–91, XX–63–92, XX–63–94, 63–63–00, 64–63–00, 65–63–00 and XX–63–99).

Separate common expenses in proportion to the separation of all other common expenses except General and Administrative Expenses.

§ 1242.84 Marketing, sales, and public relations and advertising (accounts XX–63–88, XX–63–89 and XX–63–93).

Separate each common expense account on the basis of the solely related freight and passenger expense accounts.

§ 1242.85 Fringe benefits (account 12–63–00).

Separate the common expenses in proportion to the total common salaries and wages expense separation (account 11–XX–XX) determined in §§1242.83 and 1242.84.

§ 1242.86 Industrial development (account XX–61–90).

These accounts pertain solely to freight service and contain no common expenses for separation herein.

§ 1242.87 Joint facility—debit and credit and casualties and insurance (accounts 37–63–00, 38–63–00 and 50–63–00).

Separate the common expenses in proportion to the total of all common expense separations determined in §§1242.83 and 1242.84 above.

Note: If compilation of the data in compliance with any of the above separation rules results in an undue burden in accounting expense, the carrier may request relief from such rules by letter to the Director, Bureau of Accounts. If reliable data can be developed through other methods and procedures, the carrier may request substitution of such methods also by letter to the Director, Bureau of Accounts. In both cases, the carrier shall support the request with full details.